Making logistics sustainable through Nordic cooperation
Overall focus

- Inspiration
  - Good cases
  - Inspirational presentation
- Information
  - Latest news
  - Research reports
- Collaboration
  - Easy searchable database of competences in the Nordic countries
  - Meetings, conferences and company visits
Targets

- Close **Nordic network** on sustainable freight
- 5 national and 1 international R&D **project applications**
- **Policy recommendation** report
- 40 short **presentations on relevant topics**
- 10 **national workshops** on development of the industry
- **Internet portal** with latest news, reports, research news and videos on sustainable logistics
Lit Motors with a revolutionary e-vehicle
19-09-2012 | Light Duty
On 10th September 2012 in San Francisco, Lit Motors introduced the latest addition in e-mobility. The new C-1 is smaller than a Smart Car, safer than a motorbike.
Main outputs

- 5 international conferences
- 2 international projects
- More than 130 company visits
- More than 70 seminars in total
- 11 policy recommendations
- Restart of Green logistics network on Iceland
- 2 week test trial run of EVs in Denmark
- Continues under NTM
- Cross border collaboration on logistics is not that easy